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Patch attributes such as Genre, Color, Characterâ€”and of course, Nameâ€”allow your sounds to be stored in a
musically meaningful way, as opposed to just indexed as numbers. The synthesis method has been known to
be taxing on the computer, meaning that you would have to resort to less detailed sounds, bouncing tracks or
freezing your tracks in order to not choke your computer under the load. Additive Synthesis used to be
somewhat difficult to use in music production. The comprehensive sound bank with patches spanning
everything from crisp, digital sounding leads to lush and evolving pad sounds, rich sonic textures and
instrument sounds, will make an excellent starting point to explore the sounds of Parsec. But it has a special
history of working with data in this way, both as one of the first tools to do so and one of the environments
uniquely refined in its approach to the task now. You are never out of options when it comes to controlling all
the parameters in Parsec. Portamento can be selected for each step, as can the filter frequency. The generator
produce their sound according to any of 12 built in algorithms: from simple waveforms like sawtooth or
square to algorithms modeling the spectral content of vibrating strings and complex overtone series. I have
been studying Kyma since  Each generator boasts up to oscillators, or partials, per voice. It does contain a
dialect of SmallTalk, like SuperCollider, but outdates all the other systems currently available as being one of
the first visual signal flow realtime audio systems. Combining a dynamic interface, an advanced pattern
generator, and onboard effects, Twist 2 is your toolkit for serious sound design using simple, time-saving
controls. Yesterday, they launched their new Spectral Lab product. More on Kyma:. By automating even just
one or two of these parameters, the pattern generator can infuse your sound with awe-inspiring depth and
motion. And I do mean anything: at the frontier of what is conceptually possible, digital representations can
produce any sound. The spectral analysis stage uses special filters to generate a stream of snapshots that
describe amplitudes and frequencies and how they change over time. Windows is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corporation in the U. Now, to me, this is interesting both for its application to Kyma, but also more
generally to understanding what this technique is about and why Cristian uses it. Download trial Introducing
Parsec Spectral Synthesizer â€” the futuristic sound of additive synthesis for the Reason Rack. It has three
Envelopes, one of which can be set to loop mode. Each sound engine has two modifiers and each of them can
be set to any of 22 algorithms. Dealing with that kind of generative freedom is no minor challenge. Our
subscription model is one which considers the participants as being both crowd-funders and highly creative
people. So get started now! Shape your sound with five new modifiers New modulation sources and
destination Interactive displays: draw your filter curves, draw your pitch and partial envelopes, get visual
feedback on all modifier parameters. Two swirling sound layers provide unique harmonic controls, forming
the foundation for every patch. With break-through processing, Parsec will let you use up to oscillators in your
sounds without killing your computer. Cristian: Spectral analysis and resynthesis are the terms used for two
important technologies in digital signal processing. Kyma is built on different core values to other music
software, which I think stem from the personalities of the creators, Carla Scaletti and Kurt Hebel at Symbolic
Sound. Black Swan, [Bandcamp album] What does that look like in your performances? Move to the Music
Onboard pro-grade chorus and reverb effects breathe new life into your sounds. After that, the Libraries will
be available for sale at a fixed price, with clearly written documentation for the future of Kyma which we hope
is a very long one! Use one engine for the attack and another for sustain.


